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%city (the western cemetery), and the others on the first
ridges of the higher desert about 2} miles from the city.
The two latter are divided by the Wadi el Tarabil into
the northern and southern cemeteries. The southern is
the older and was originally the cemetery of the branch of
the royal family settled at Meroe. It was still in use when
this branch became the ruling one, and the pyramids low
down on the slope of the hill mark the first tombs of kings
and queens on the site. They are similar to, and con-
temporary with, the earlier pyramids at Barkal. These
pyramids exhausted the available space in this first burial
ground, so the northern cemetery was started about
250 b.c. and remained in use until the downfall of the
kingdom about 350 a.b. The walls of many of the
pyramid chapels in this group are still intact, and a
characteristic feature of the reliefs upon them is the
steatopygous type of the royal ladies portrayed. The
wall now in Khartoum is from one of these pyramid
chapels.
The western cemetery was the burial place of minor
royalties and noble families, and covers much the same
period as the northern cemetery.
Two other noted Meroitic sites are Nagaa and Musaw-
warat.9 At Nagaa there are the ruins of several temples.
The best preserved is a small building with a pylon, which
was dedicated principally to the Lion-god Apezemak and
is now generally known as the Lion Temple. It was
built by King Netekamaoi (15 b.c.—a.d. 15) who, with
fiis steatopygous queen, Amantere, is represented slaying
captives in the Egyptian manner on the face of the pylon.
The largest temple at Nagaa, dedicated to Amon, was
also built by Netekaman, but little remains of it now
except the doorways and a number of stone rams. It is
thoroughly Egyptian in style, and the usually accepted
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